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Dear Editor,
Wewould like to comment on the publication “‘PALLCARE

Seva’—A Beacon Amid the Catastrophic COVID-19 Times: A
Cross-Sectional Study from a Rural Oncology Institute in
WesternMaharashtra1.” This study reports on an audit of the
“PALLCARE Seva” telephone service calls.1 General practi-
tioners might be consulted in more than one-tenth of cases,
according to Patil et al. The main tenets of our service were
courtesy and compassion, helpfulness, addressing skepti-
cism about the condition, and giving patients and caregivers
a chance to express their ideas. Themajority of callers—more
than three-fourths—rated their interactions as positive and
said they would suggest this service to other patients in
need.1

Webothagreethat thecoronavirusdisease2019(COVID-19)
outbreakmade the switch to broad service necessary. Utilizing
a communication tool could be beneficial. However, the sce-
nario in which it is appropriate varies. Poor infrastructure
makes it challenging to access ITor a basic phone inmany rural
areasofdevelopingnations.Asaresult, it isnecessary toanalyze
the effectiveness of telephone conversations in light of the
regional context. Furthermore, COVID-19’s situation is con-
stantlychanging.ThearrivalofanewCOVID-19vaccinationand

the emergence of a newvariation canbothhave a big impact on
the local situation. The shifting local COVID-19 epidemic
scenario must be taken into consideration while assessing
the effectiveness of phone calls.
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